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QUESTION 1

An administrator determines that the system slows down whenever a specific query is run and that IDX- FILEA displays
when a WRKACTJOB is performed. Which tool or command can assist the administrator in determining what is causing
this to occur? 

A. ANZQRY 

B. ANZIDX 

C. System i Navigator Index Adviser 

D. IBM Systems Director Database Manager 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

An administrator is connecting to the HMC for IBM i console access using IBM i Access Using port 2300. What is the
required user ID in "Connection Properties"? 

A. Q#HMC 

B. hscroot 

C. QSECOFR 

D. QCONSOLE 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer has determined that a large table contains a high percentage of deleted records. Attempts to reorganize the
table to reclaim the deleted record space exceed the available time to keep users locked out. What should the
administrator do to reclaim the deleted record space in the available time? 

A. Start the file reorganization with "shared updates."After the reorganization completes, immediately perform a normal
reorganization to reclaim the deleted record space. 

B. Start the file reorganization with "allow cancel."After the reorganization completes, at the next outage window perform
a reorganization with "reclaim only" to reclaim the deleted record space. 

C. Assure that the file is journaled.Start the file reorganization with "reclaim pending" and "shared updates."At the next
backup specify "complete physical file reorgs" on the library save to reclaim the space. 

D. Assure that the file is journaled.Start the file reorganization with "allow cancel" and "shared updates."After the
reorganization completes, at the next outage window perform a normal reorganization to reclaim the deleted record
space. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

An administrator has successfully used a CL program to perform the nightly backup to an LTO-3 drive defined as
TAPO3. A fibre attached LTO-5 drive was added later and it was configured as TAPO4 with resource name TAPO4. 

After updating the CL source to reflect this change, the backup is still attempting to run on the LTO-3 drive. Which action
is most likely to solve the problem? 

A. Recompile the backup program. 

B. Change the resource type of TAP04 to LTO-5. 

C. Use TAPMLBU4 as fibre attached drives are only supported in library mode 

D. Vary off the LTO-3 drive so the program can find the LTO-5 drive 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

A customer is installing a new POWER7 server with IBM i as the host partition for three additional IBM i partitions. The
server has just one 4 port Ethernet card. 

The administrator needs to achieve IP connectively for all four partitions. 

What should the administrator do? 

A. Purchase additional Ethernet cards for the client partitions. 

B. Connect each partition to one of the ports on the 4 port Ethernet card. 

C. On the hosting partition, create a bridge using one of the ports of the Ethernet card to a virtual Ethernet network.
Connect each of the client partitions to the virtual Ethernet network. 

D. Connect each partition to a virtual network.Configure IP on each client partition to use the host partition as an IP
gateway.Add routes to the corporate router pointing to the host partition as the gateway to the client partitions. 

Correct Answer: C 
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